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Annual Report
People UNITED in countries divided

Creating Friendships for Peace

To O u r C F P Fa m i l y a n d Fr i e n d s,
The good news is that despite all its challenges, 2020 was a surprisingly productive year for CFP under the most
difficult of circumstances. Necessity became the mother of invention, and utilizing technology we were able to
develop and implement new ways of fielding our programs, and move ahead in key areas:
Israel/Palestine — A CFP leadership group spent three weeks in Israel/Palestine to host the graduation of the 2019
teens and to developed two potentially impactful programs.
Cyprus — Cypriot coordinators worked to mount a successful, mostly virtual summer program. Special thanks go
to Simge Kahvecloglu and Katia Solomides, who made all the arrangements for the in-person workshops, involving
Covid tests and special passes for the Cypriot checkpoint.
Northern Ireland — CFP Northern Ireland alumni are reconnecting, with the help of a new CFP archivist, who is
reorganizing our records for better use there, in Cyprus, Israel/Palestine, and the US.
United States — A survey sent to Cyprus and Israel/Palestine alumni was developed and distributed, with an eye
to expanding alumni activities and including US teens in the programs. The ideas had significant
support and are now being implemented. Also, CFP welcomed more volunteer talent to its
American team, allowing us to reorganize responsibilities more efficiently as the programming
increases.
We remain extremely grateful to you for your gifts of time, talent and treasure. The 2020
surplus will be needed in 2022, when we begin our two new programs. Please share CFP’s efforts
and impact with your friends, because in addition to funding we will need more new host families.
Linda K. Ziglar
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Thank you for making a difference in our world!

Chair

Creating Friendships for Peace (CFP) promotes peace and
understanding by bringing together teenagers with leadership
potential from different sides of divided communities, encouraging
lifelong friendships among them, and extending these friendships
to their friends and families.
Since 1987, CFP has been a politically neutral, grassroots, people-to-people organization. Volunteer Americans
work with teens and their families in divided communities to dispel stereotypes and to discover those traits that we all
share in common. By working at the individual and family level, we help prepare a community for peace by encouraging
mutual respect through friendship.
CFP provides a unique US hosting program in which teens of the same sex from each side of a conflict are paired. The
teen pair share a bedroom and develop bonds of trust, understanding and friendship. By fostering skills in leadership
and conflict management, CFP molds future leaders to be effective agents of change.
After concentrating for 20 years on Northern Ireland, CFP is now focused on Cyprus and Israel/Palestine. Our
efforts are coordinated by dedicated teams of volunteers in the U.S. and in the countries in which we work. CFP’s total
programming combines local activities managed by the in-country team with a US residency experience managed
by the US team. Local activities vary. The US hosting program provides a single program of advanced conflict
management workshops, leadership training, as well as community service and environmental activities. Cypriot and
Israeli/Palestinian teen pairs experience these activities together, learning from each other and understanding a conflict
other than their own. A graduation celebration in each home country brings together the teens’ extended families and
friends to witness what the CFP teens have accomplished.

The CFP Parents and Friends Association welcomed
2020 in a New Year’s gathering on January 4th, with 70 in
attendance. In Cyprus and other East European countries,
an orange-flavored Vasilopita cake, with a thick vanilla
icing and a coin baked inside, is traditionally served at
midnight on New Year’s Eve. A CFP mother was the lucky
person to find the coin.
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2020 Highlights
Northern Ireland
Lasting
Friendships

‘From litte acorns great oaks grow’
I find the above proverb an accurate and meaningful way to describe the birth
and progress of CFP. But nothing grows and flourishes without tender loving care,
revitalisation, sensitive understanding of the environment, and most importantly,
the Human Touch.
CFP has benefited from the human touch in the USA, where the seed was
planted, in Northern Ireland, then Cyprus. Now, the experience in these conflicts
are guiding CFP in Israel and the Palestinian Territories. I am fortunate to have been
involved with CFP in Northern Ireland where I saw first-hand how ‘people-power’
or more accurately ‘teenage-power’ can bring about change. In 2007, years after
the Good Friday Agreement was signed, culminating with an end to violence, the
Children’s Friendship Programme, as it was known then, called it a day.
It was a marathon and
time for a well-deserved
rest, especially for the host
families in the USA who were
central to the programme.
But when you plant an acorn
and have energetic and
committed people, volunteers
want the oak to grow and
peace to thrive. A year later,
I was encouraged by my
friend Warren Muir to meet
him in Cyprus and see
how we could do something
John McKinney
there. The result was the
birth of the Cyprus Friendship
CFP Board Member
Programme. The TREE now
spreads its branches, taking
Former mayor Omagh
us to the Israeli/Palestinian
conflict and new youth —
developing partnership among future leaders — to start the influencing, like
it proved in Ireland, when they marched in peace to the seat of Government to
display solidarity across communities, pointing to a new future, a new Peace, a
new way of life. I sincerely trust the success pattern continues for many years
ahead, and the Tree continues to grow.
The Omagh bombing, the deadliest single incident of the Troubles, occurred on Aug. 15, 1998 while John was mayor. CFP Transportation
Coordinator Kim Bell remembers the extraordinary effort that was made to contact all CFP host families so that each of the 126 teens here in the
US could call home to check on family. This was before email and social media.
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1994 Northern Ireland CFP Pair
CATRIONA MCCARTHY LISA CAMPBELL
Director of Global Engagement Social Worker in Children’s Services

Ulster University Southern Health & Social Care Trust (Northern Ireland)

Lisa and Catriona
began their friendship
in 1994 in Sharon
Harroun’s home in
Virginia. Before
Covid, all three
gathered with other
CFPNI alumni to share
memories.
(Catriona and Lisa are seated in the
front row with Sharon standing
behind Lisa.)

2020 Annual Report

I left my small border village to travel to the US with
CFPNI and what a transformative experience this was!
The size, scale and diversity were a world away from
everything I had known. Lisa and I were given warmth,
care and a secure space in which to talk and share. Our
host family and their wider network created a loving,
relaxed, fun environment. We were also just teenagers and
so that family environment and the protection it gave was
so important. Things were never over-orchestrated and,
importantly, it never felt like an engineered experience.
We shared experiences and talked… a lot! We reflected
on some painful points and the difficulties faced by those
directly and indirectly impacted by the Troubles. We talked
about some of the absurdities and religious stereotypes….
In time we even laughed at them, which was surely a sign of
reconciliation at its best. It is fair to say that I left my CFPNI
summers with a larger vison and a completely new toolkit
of experiences, friendships, confidence and ambition.
2020 Annual Report

I first learned about the Children’s Friendship Project
from Lilah Graham, who lived just outside Enniskillen.
Lilah has a lovely warm manner and she set the tone for
what would be the experience of a life-time. I was matched
with Catriona and we got on so well. We travelled out to
Virginia and were welcomed into the home of Sharon
and her family. All of the local host families operated as
a close network and there were lots of pool parties and
get-togethers with other young people. It was such a
fantastic way to make lots of new friendships, which only
strengthened when we returned to Northern Ireland. We
were somewhat desensitised to the violence that was part
of daily living back then as we didn’t know anything else.
I feel so lucky now that my own children are growing up
in a peaceful society. This has been made possible by the
collective vision of individuals and organisations such as
the Children’s Friendship Project.
5

2020 Highlights
Cyprus
» Record 208 applications
» Year 1 — Virtual Camp attended by
86 teens
» Year 2 — Virtual and in-person
workshops with facilitators and
participants
» Alumni survey expanded alumni
involvement
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Each year the teens attending the
peace camp fold 1,000 origami peace
cranes as a free activity while sharing
stories about themselves and have
general conversation. These cranes
are then strung together and hung
as a symbolic prayer for peace at the
Home for Cooperation in the Buffer
Zone.
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A Growing

Impact

on Cyprus Teens

34 Public Schools
New in 2020:
Güzelyurt Türk Maarif Koleji
High School Latsia
Kykkos A Lyceum
Lyceum of Palouriotissa
Lykeio Idaliou
Namık Kemal Lisesi
Paralimni Lyceum

20 Private Schools

New in 2020:
The American Future College

In 2013, Simone, who was paired with Sila, was denied
a boarding pass to fly to the U.S. for CFP’s hosting. For 10
days, the girls and their families remained together, first
in Larnaca to be near the airport, then in Kyrenia at Sila’s
home.
During this time, the girls and their families bonded
so intensely that they now call themselves family. Despite
the physical distance between their towns (Kyrenia in
the far north and Paphos in the southwest), Christiana
and Nilgun, mothers of Simone and Sila, see each other
regularly. This opportunity provided by CFP inspired them
to find other ways to bring Greek and Turkish Cypriots
together. The two women founded the Cyprus Friendship
Women’s Association, and through Christiana’s shop, they
are “crocheting peace by peace our island’s reunification.”
The organization continues today under their new name:

Peace 2 Peace Open Air Crochet Installations

CFP attracts a steady stream of qualified teens from all economic
backgrounds. Despite our lack of access to present in public schools
where nationalist viewpoints are more prevalent, each year new
public schools are added through teen and teacher advocacy.
CFP Teens
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After his summer in CFP, Stelios encouraged his
mother and grandparents to cross the buffer zone for
the first time into the northern part of Cyprus to visit the
grandparents’ former village. “My grandfather showed
me different places from his childhood and then we went
to see his house. I had the idea to knock on the door to
see who was inside and if they would let us in and let my
grandfather regain his memories. A middle-aged woman
opened the door and I told her that my grandfather
used to live there. She was so happy that we had come
to visit the house. She let us in, made us coffee to drink
and started asking us questions. She was born in Cyprus,
in a Turkish-speaking village and she got kicked out of
her house, too. So, she went to live in my grandparents’
house. It was an awesome experience for us all.”

A tangible

CFP has touched 956 teens
and their families, changing
perspectives and promoting
peace in communities across
the island’s divide.

Impact

on Cyprus Families

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

											

Crossing to the Other Side
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2020 Highlights
Israel/Palestine

Projects
delayed to 2022
by Covid 19

» Graduation of 2019 CFP teens at Haifa
University followed by family dinner
» Establishment of a continuing
relationship with Haifa University
» Announcement of a scholarship for CFP
alum
» Alumni survey expanded alumni
involvement

In February, 2020, Chairman Linda Ziglar, Middle East Program
Coordinator Tamera Drozd, and Alumni Relations Coordinator
Becky Stirn traveled to Israel/Palestine to host the graduation of
the 2019 teens and to further develop the following programs:

Eilat, Israel/Aqaba, Jordan
The cities of Eilat, Israel and Aqaba, Jordan are nestled on the
northern coast of the Red Sea only 3.5 miles apart. Cross border
traffic is occurring between Israel and Jordan as Israeli tourists
visit Aqaba and Petra from Eilat and Jordanians living in Aqaba
work in the Eilat hotel industry. But the relationships between
Jordanians and Israelis are strained. CFP was invited to develop
a two-year pilot program in which 10 teens from Eilat will pair
with 10 teens from Aqaba. In the first year, the 20 high school
students will attend a camp in Cyprus, run by our Cypriot and US
Camp Coordinators with Jewish and Arab CFP alumni from Israel
serving as camp helpers. In the second year, the teen pairs will
spend the month of July in the US with CFP host families. CFP
will be using the common environment of desert agriculture and
unique coral and marine life ecosystem as a unifier and plans to
work in partnership with other organizations.

Shared Learning Program
CFP has partnered with the Center for Educational
Technologies (CET) to support their Shared Learning project.
In Shared Learning, a Jewish public high school is paired with a
nearby Arab public high school for the purpose of conducting
bi-communal classes in English. While the classroom experience
helps to begin relationships, it is not sufficient for real friendships
to develop. CFP’s model of bringing paired teens to the US to
share a bedroom and the experience of living abroad with each
other and an American host family for the month of July has been
shown to create steady, long-lasting friendships in Northern
Ireland and Cyprus. These friendships have also occurred among
the parents and families.

C R E AT I N G F R I E N D S H I P S F O R P E AC E S C H O L A R S H I P
IN MEMORY OF
H E N R Y J O H N M C K I N N E Y, B . S c . M . S c .
At the graduation, Hila Elroy, Head of Government Relations, announced the establishment of a four year
undergraduate scholarship to Haifa University to honor Henry McKinney of Letterkenny, Northern Ireland. Henry
was a scientist and peacebuilder who left a legacy of accomplishment. The recipient of this scholarship will be
selected by CFP for her/his compassion, achievement and level of participation in the CFP program.
10
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“Learning to rely on each
other is the beginning
of working together as a
team.”
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Tammy Haas			
Executive Director
Becky Stirn			
Alumni Relations Coordinator
Tamera Drozd			
Middle East Program Coordinator
Betsy Small			
Cyprus Program Coordinator
Kim Bell				Transportation Coordinator
Dianna Cook			Transportation Coordinator
Vern Haas				Oregon/SW Washington Co-coordinator
Melody Stone			
Oregon/SW Washington Co-coordinator
Bo Dean				New Hampshire Coordinator
Becky Stirn			
San Francisco Coordinator
Cynthia Hunter Lang			
Asst. Coordinator
Wendie Bernstein Lash		
Asst. Coordinator
Sharon Harroun Peirce		
Strategic Advisor
Celia Larsen			
Metrics
Karen Miller Lamb 		Communications
Will Duensing			
Website Manager
Valerie Brennan			Finance Manager
Monica Randolph			
Archivist
Charlotte Rich			
Donor Communications
Kathy Valyi			
Development Advisor
Nancy Wells			
Development Advisor
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United States
Volunteer
Staff

Cyprus
Bicommunal
Volunteer
Staff

CAMP COORDINATORS

TEEN COORDINATORS

George Koumandaris
Hilmi Arıca 		
Merve Guralp 		
Evdokia Loizou
Yasemin Aygin
Maria Chrisanthou
Vangelis Evangelou
Ayse Kacar
Ahmet Yaniker		

Simge Kahvecioglu
Katia Solomides 		
Maria Asvesta
Maria Filippou		
Merve Guralp 		
Lambo Rayia
Cise Sakalli		

Co-head Coordinator
Co-head Coordinator
Technology Coordinator

Communications Coordinator
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CFP Host Families
CFP’s Host Families are a key ingredient to our success. They are a carefully- selected group of people with a willingness
to share their homes and themselves, providing a safe place for teens to have serious dialogue and build meaningful,
enduring relationships. Their neutrality toward the conflicts dividing their teens’ communities allows them to facilitate
difficult discussions, when necessary, and often bonds both teens to their hosts as what may prove to be a lifelong second
family. Many families host multiple summers with a full understanding of their role as peacebuilders.

Hosting is transformative in ways seen and unseen; it
transforms our concept of friendships and family, offering
opportunities to celebrate life’s joys – graduations, weddings
and births – and to support one another through life’s
challenges. What is unseen in the transformation is that
through the relationships a kaleidoscope of connections
emerge that defies the continued conflict and beckons peace.
					 Tamera Drozd
Pat and I have stayed in contact over the years with
many Northern Irish teens that we hosted and their families.
We have been invited to many weddings over the years
and have attended those that we could. Before Covid, we
were fortunate to be able to attend the wedding of one of
our 2001 girls and to visit with another, who had just given
birth to a set of twins.
When we visit Northern Ireland, word seems to get
out and we always end up meeting somewhere to socialize
with food and drink. This time was no different. We met
with a group of approximately 20 teens and families. This
is what CFP is all about — the key words are “creating
friendships”, friendships between the teens, teen families,
host families and program volunteers, some of which last
forever.
Don Guziewicz
14

Tamera and Joe Drozd with their son Jakob have
hosted 51 teenagers from around the world in their home.

We have supported CFP since 2012 — Hosting,
Newsletter Coordinator, Donors, Advocates, and Prayer
Supporters. We consider our participation to be an
extension of our wish to promote peace wherever and
however we can.
The teens that were with us in 2013, Tutku and Ioanna,
are still in contact with us and with each other. One is
studying for a Ph.D., in astrophysics in England; the other
is studying for an M.D., in medicine in the Czech Republic.
We hope that they will help to heal the divide in their
island of Cyprus.
Edco and Cecilia Bailey
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Creating Friendships for Peace, Inc.
Board of Directors

Our Finances
These statements are summarized from the financial statements audited by Georgen Scarborough Associates PC
243 Church Street NW Suite 100E, Vienna, VA 22180. All amounts for CFP’s fiscal year are in US dollars.

Linda Ziglar, Chairman 			

Potomac, MD/Singer Island, FL, USA

Statement of Financial Position

Warren Muir, Chairman Emeritus 		

Wolfeboro, NH, USA

(as of December 31, 2020)

Tammy Haas, Executive Director		

Battle Ground, WA, USA

Warren Belmar, Esq,, Secretary		

Palm Beach, FL, USA

Amb. Susan Elliott			

New York, NY, USA

Nick Germanacos, Director Emeritus

San Francisco, CA, USA/ Crete, Greece

Simge Kahvecioglu			

Nicosia, Cyprus

Net assets
Accounts Payable
Without donor restrictions
With donor restrictions
Total

Mary Kurucz				Cape Elizabeth ME/Singer Island, FL, USA
Michael Liatsis

			

Nicosia, Cyprus

Tom McCarthy				Brookeville, MD, USA

(year ended December 31, 2020)

Mountain Brook, AL, USA

Michael Liatsos, President

Nicosia, Cyprus

Yiota Afxentiou, Vice President

Nicosia, Cyprus

Renos Konstantinou, Treasurer

Nicosia, Cyprus

Support & revenue
Contributions
Application Fees
Dividend Income
Unrealized Gain (Loss)
Net assets released from restrictions
Total support and revenue
Expenses
Program Services
Supporting Services
Management & General
Fundraising
Total Expenses

Rita Pantazi, Secretary

Nicosia, Cyprus

Change in net assets

Areti Hadjigeorgiou

Nicosia, Cyprus

Christina Valanidou

Nicosia, Cyprus

Donna Suddeth				Naples, FL, USA

Cyprus Friendship Program
Parents & Friends Association
Board of Directors
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274,830

Liabilities & Net Assets

257,080
17,750
274,830

Statement of Activities

John McKinney				Omagh, County Tyrone, Northern Ireland
Sharon Moore, CPA, Treasurer		

Assets
126,955
6,150
1,030
16,110
124,585

Cash & cash equivalents
Contributions receivable
Deposits & prepaid expenses
Unconditional promises to give
Investments

2020 Annual Report

Without donor
restrictions

With donor
restrictions

92,432
4,260
1,730
12,176
7,500
118,098

12,750
(7,500)
5,250

105,182
4,260
1,730
12,176
123,348

11,119

-

11,119

12,087

-

12,087

23,206

Total

23,206

94,892

5,250

100,142

Net assets, start of year

162,188

12,500

174,688

Net assets, end of year

257,080

17,750

274,830
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2020 Financial

Supporters

THANK YOU
$20,000 and above
Anne & Nick Germanacos
Whitney & Elizabeth MacMillan
(WEM Foundation)

PETROS PETRIKKOS
International Security Analyst
2009 Cypriot CFP

“CFP taught me the virtues of leadership, communication,
tolerance, and taking effective action. The programme got me
outside my comfort zone and introduced me to the world of
diplomacy and research. Today, I hold a BA in International Relations
and an MSc in Conflict Studies. I have discovered that research in
current affairs and conflict cases is extremely important, as we tackle
this age of misinformation and miscommunication we currently
face. As a political scientist and a researcher, my work has focused on
the Eastern Mediterranean. Conflict shapes policy. For that, we must
find the appropriate means of communicating effectively with our
surroundings, otherwise we are lost. I owe this valuable life lesson
to CFP.”’

$5,000 — $9,999
Anonymous, Palo Alto, CA
Mariyn Larsen
(in honor of Linda Ziglar)
Tom McCarthy & Ann Laprade
Sharon Moore
Becky & Brad Stirn
Linda & Jim Ziglar

$1,000 — $4,999
Anonymous, Naples, FL
Shirley & Dennis Bloomquist
The Chapin Foundation
Peter & Susan Converse
Jean & Robert Cook
Everett & Jane Goodwin
Olin & Donna Herndon
John & Anne McKinney
Glenda Oakley
(in memory of Donald T. Oakley)
KP & Phoebe Tsolainos Foundation
Rita Mendl & David Ward
Warren & Jeannie Muir
(Warren Muir Charitable Fund)
William & Glenna Shawn
E. Jane Sinner
(in honor of George Sinner)
Jon & Christy Ziglar

I work in advertising in Dublin, after attending university in
Dublin. Liiving here my experience with CFP has come up a lot,
especially when I first moved to Ireland. Even though many Irish
people don't know much about Cyprus, they can understand and
relate to the conflict and divide that has affected both our countries.
Being able to travel from Dublin to Belfast unencumbered seems
like such a mundane thing now but I really do appreciate it and
hope the same can be said for Larnaca and Kyrenia at home in the
near future.
Since my CFP days I've been involved in a few more peace
building workshops and camps and I can say CFP gave me a great
start to be able to discuss openly and confidently the issues that
affect our little island. The tools we were given all those years ago
are relevant up to this day.

ANGELA ANTONIOU
Advertising
2009 Cypriot CFP

$25,000 underwrites an American Hosting Area of 10 teens.
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HILMI ARICA
Camp Coordinator
2016 Cypriot CFP

THANK YOU
$500 — $999

Hilmi participated in CFP’s Agios Nikolaos (Esentepe) camp
in Cyprus in 2016. In 2017, he participated in CFP’s second year
residency program in the Portland, OR/SW Washington area. He
has been passionate about bicommunal work in Cyprus ever since.
A camp coordinator since 2019, he organized a special World Peace
Day event in his hometown of Lefke and involved over 40 CFP alumni
in the festivities.
Hilmi currently studies biochemistry and molecular medicine at
the University of Nottingham. He is actively involved in some youth
works, which are funded by the European Union, to promote peace,
democracy and human rights in Cyprus. Recently he was elected as
a coordinator of the Bicommunal Network of Cypriot Students in the
UK and supports Unite Cyprus Now.
20

											

Edco & Cecilia Bailey
Susan Bennett
Brad & Julia Boss
Mary Bunting
Susan Elliott
(in honor of Nick Germanacos)
Mary Kurucz
Richard & Harriet Larsen
Robert Musante
Susan Speicher
Steven & Loretta Symms

2020 Supporting Rotary Clubs

“I am so grateful to become a coordinator of the
programme that changed my whole life “
In 2011, Merve was also hosted in the Portland, Oregon
area and her experience created a desire to become more
active in promoting bicommunal opportunities for Cypriot
teens. She became an active CFP alumna, promoting the
program to her friends at school and across the island and
participating in a wide variety of bicommunal activites.
Merve completed her higher education at Queen Mary
University of London in England, and also in Germany at
Johannes Gutenberg Universität. She recently completed
her master’s degree in Education at University College
London. Merve is a German teacher and Model United
Nation (MUN) Advisor at TED Northern Cyprus College.

Lewis River Rotary Foundation
Olney Rotary Club

$5,000 = another pair of teens for peace!

MERVE GURALP
Teen/Camp Coordinator
2011 Cypriot CFP
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CHRISTIANA EFTYCHIOU
“My new friendship with my pair is meaningful,
valuable, enriching, and rewarding. I would like to be
considered as best friends with my pair and I plan on
showing my relationship with him as an example to
peers of mine, as a concrete fact that peace is possible
and also essential.”

DORUK PEHLIVANOGULLARI
2019 Cypriot CFP

2019 Cypriot CFP

THANK YOU
Up to $500
Megan Adamson
Mary Jane Andres
Warren Belmar
Sally Blackmun & Michael Elsberry
Valerie & Mike Brennan
Diane Budden
Susan & Denis Coates
Elizabeth Dauw
Bill & Esther DePasquale
William Dean & Nancy Pariser
Debra & Daryl Dougal
Tamera & Joe Drozd
Markey & Charles Duensing
Steve & Tracy Eskenazi
Peter & Nina Fitzgerald
Robyn & Ronald Fitzgerald
Barbara & Joel Gereboff
Kelly Groen
Judy Kuper
Lisa Kuper
Stan and Sandy Ladner
The Hon. Denis & Karen Lamb
Cynthia Lang

$2,500 provides the opportunity for
22
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Chris & Angeliki Lazarides
Diane Mandan
Jason & Leslie Matlof
Laird & Penny McCulloch
Art Milholland & Luann Mostello
Lisa & Charles Miller
Demetrios Papademetriou & Margie McHugh
Dan & Julie Pascu
Phyllis & Michael Robinson
Jacqueline & W. Curtis Schade
Caroline Stirn
Mike & Melody Stone
Donna & Steve Suddeth
Liz & Les Swenson
Randall & Darlene Teague
Katherine Valyi & Peter Nulty
Rebecca Willey & Phillip Sherman
David and Judy Williams
M. Brigid & Aylwyn Williams
Jim & Louisa Ziglar

“When I applied for CFP I never thought that
it would have this huge of an impact in my life,
and not only has it helped me to open up my mind
and build strong friendships with my friends from
the other community, it had a determinative role
in helping me become the person that I am today
and I couldn’t be more grateful that I’m able to
call myself a CFP participant, and that I have met
all of you, the CFP coordinators both Cypriot and
American because you’re lovely people and the
kindness that you have in your souls makes you the
most beautiful people in the world!”

one more teen to befriend “the other.”
2020 Annual Report
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Fa t m a & M a r i a’s Po e m
A friend I found in a Cypriot just like me,
A friend I'd never have otherwise got the chance to see,
We found each other just over the green line,
She’s now that funny sister of mine,
We stayed up all night to talk and share,
We had fun,
We learned,
We became a close pair,
We spent the best month of our lives together,
And as we got closer to one another,
We realized that this friendship will truly last FOREVER,
An experience enriched with amazing stories,
They say a picture is worth a thousand words,
To us this picture is worth a thousand memories.

Creating Friendships for Peace, Inc.
P. O. Box 981
Wolfeboro, NH 03894

www.friendships4peace.org

